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"Too often you have not been welcomed. Forgive the cold-heartedness and indifference of our societies, which fear the change of lifestyle and mortality that your presence requires."

Pope Francis, 2015

"Europe is the faith, and the faith is Europe. I say again, renewing the terms. The Church is Europe: and Europe is The Church."

Pope Francis, 2015

Over the years my attitudes towards race and religion have unfortunately brought me into conflict with many Christians, some of whom have been very close to me. Closed to myself, my wife is an evangelical Christian. Like many of her co-religionists, she believes much of what she is taught, not only in terms of what is written in the Bible, but also in the social instructions her church touches in order to steer us to a "good" and "moral" Christian life. My wife and I are in opposition in many respects. She is fully aware of my own agnosticism, and is equally aware of my positions on racial, religious and political matters. Possessing an abundance of good qualities as a wife and mother, I don't think I am doing her a terrible injustice in stating that she probably is not compatible with me. After hearing about the vote I mobilized some of my political associates in the local community and we set about lobbying key political alliances. Our efforts helped ensure that the vote ended definitively on the resolution that an invitation and welcome would not be forthcoming.

I viewed this as a small but significant personal success given the pro-migrant climate at the time, and was riding a high that carried me through the week. Now I found myself sitting and listening while the pastor, who had not achieved anything of significance in the real world, weighed in heavily against the politicians behind the vote. They were "un-Christian" and immoral. In fact in our "daily" as Christians to let these people come into our communities and share our resources with them. A preoccupation with "ecomics" displayed a lack of faith and morals because God would provide extra jobs for the extra people just like he had provided lands and resources, and there would always be enough money and resources to go around if we just showed enough faith. It didn't even matter that these poor "refugee" women weren't even invited to Heaven on one's knees. A glorious shared future lay ahead of us; refusing to accept refugees was "racist," and "racist" was an "evil sin."

The simplicity of this pastor's worldview would have been humorous if it wasn’t the prevailing noisy approval of almost everyone-European derived. My wife still singing with applause. It struck me that this moral instruction wasn’t just childish and full of logical errors — it was dangerous. These people were literally being told that the feet of their eternal soul dependant on facilitating their own demographic displacement — I sat motionless, in horror, to the rest of the service. My wife and I talked about the service when we got home, and we discussed the incident several times over the last six or seven months. She understands, and agrees with, my position on the migrant floods. She even agrees that her church is politically wrong on the issue (it should “stay out of worldly affairs”), as it has been on other social and political questions that she cares about. However, she insists that the church is morally correct on the issue of migrants. She continues to attend the church and her faith remains unaltered. Our debates continue, fruitlessly. And as we seek to equip our children with the best ideological tools they may need to survive and succeed in a world in which their race is dying, the imperatives of race and religion remain in constant.

The sensitivity of addressing the issue of race and religion within the walls of my own home mirrors the sensitivity of the issue within our broader movement. I see the many Christians in our movement not just as a source of much-needed support, but largely as part of my extended racial family. Like my own wife, they are simply indescribable. The prospect of either side attacking the other as ignorantly superstition or as consumed by arrogant disobedience is similarly unconscionable, since it would open chasms in the family unit that could potentially be catastrophic and which we can ill-afford. Remembering silent, however, is equally problematic since it could lead to the building of deeper separations and interaction. Although discussing religion is often taboo in our movement in fear of creating divisions, since religion is still of huge social significance some kind of dialogue needs to occur. We need to talk.

Not only a traitor to the European race, Pope Francis is the most popular Pope among Jews. In September 2015 Senator S. Laufer, the head of the World Jewish Council, said that “neither in the past 200 years have relations between the Catholic Church and the Jewish people been so good.” When Pope Francis held a closed meeting with the JDC the following month, Francis informed Jewish leaders that he fully believed that any criticism of Israel was just as “anti-Semitic” as attacks on Jews. Laufer emerged from the meeting speaking of the Pope’s “growing tolerance.” Pope Francis did not simply denounce racism. He implores people with his warmth and his compassion. His clear and unapologetic support for the Jewish people is critical to us. A pronouncing Pope, overwhelming millions of compatible Catholic worlds, is indeed critical to Jewish interests. Francis may be seen as the perfect culmination of the Second Vatican Council, which was published by Jewish converts.

The topic was the “refugee” crisis. At a recent meeting of local government, a vote had been held on whether to accept refugee settlers. The vote had been proposed by a female Leftist politician with mental health problems. She continues to attend the church and her faith remains undamaged. Our debates continue, fruitlessly. And as we seek to equip our children with the best ideological tools they may need to survive and succeed in a world in which their race is dying, the imperatives of race and religion remain in constant.

Not only a traitor to the European race, Pope Francis is even less directly involved in a dangerous political. In January this man, who claims to be God’s emissary on earth, orchestrated by Jewish converts and annihilated the remaining power of the Catholic Church as a force for European culture. The poisonous seeds have been sown for a truly rotten tree, in the interpretation of Francis himself. "The Council, with the declaration Fidei Salvator, laid the way. It was the redemptive act of the Jewish roots of Christianity, and no to any form of anti-Semitism and condemnation of any result, discrimination and persecution derived from that."

Andrew Joyce, Ph.D.
May 1, 2016
The fact remains that Christianity frames itself as a universal method of cosmic salvation accessible to every man. To a Christian, Emerson's sense of national belonging must always be subordinated to his belonging to another people—the people of God. Christianity ultimately cares more about the future of the Christian than the future of the German or the Dane. A Bishop will rejoice at the conversion of a Sırgenek which doctor more than the ever at a growing family of unbelieving Norwegians.

There is a long history of Jewish antagonism towards Christianity, and I know that many in our movement have a reflexive defensiveness regarding the Christian faith based on this fact alone. But this opposition had less to do with Jesus of Nazareth (Talmudic aspersions aside), and more to do with Jewish confrontations with the social cohesiveness of Europeans who happened to be Jews. The Jewish conscience, therefore, is the excess of the previous century's Judeo-Christian division. Modern Christianity has indeed found its "personal Jesus," and this new Jesus is a great deal more winsome and less to do with Jesus of Nazareth (Talmudic aspersions aside), and more to do with Jewish confrontations with the social cohesiveness of Europeans who happened to be Jews.
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If you don't do so, eventually there will be no Christians. The current black converts will have turned back to ancient African practices, and so on. And you will be in their pot. Churches are promoting! So, all White Christians need to wake the hell up, smell the sulphur, recognize the threat of organized ... d immediately reject the whole racial destruction of the White race that virtually all of their traitorous

Decent White Christians need to understand that their religion has been taken over by what they would call, "Satanic Forces", that intend to destroy them as a people.

Christians have become a tool for those, organized jewry and its well paid goy slaves, that are literally destroying beauty, generosity, White Christians in their worldly present, while promising them "heaven in an afterlife" as the ultimate prize.

In the same way modern Christian's emphasis on love love love (the very basis for Christianity) has opened the way forcements, carried wooden clubs they called "swords", while they taunted the Roman soldiers.

Rather than carry steel blades the Circumcellions carried wooden clubs they called "clubs", which we now call "clubs''.

But, wouldn't be better to return watching baseball rather than "stupid film elitist crap"? Have a beer (not Budweiser, for God sake). I do not totally agree with the definition of Joe Six Pack: "Average American moron, IQ 60, drinking beer, watching baseball and CNN, and believe everything this President says."

In Genesis we learn God created the races and set their borders. The mass of codifiable Christians, who, on the whole strive to be decent people, have been contaminated by demonic foreign sects that recruiting aliens into their lands, houses and bedrooms to freeload, rape and pillage, is a Christian thing to do.

If you don't do so, eventually there will be no Christians. The current black converts will have turned back to ancient African practices, and so on. And you will be in their pot.
Of course, the whole Christianity is responsible for civilization meme is erroneous. I'm not sure how anyone with a basic reading of history could fail to understand this. The birth of Western civilization (Greeks and Romans) had far more to do with its coastal proximity to the ancient Egyptian, Mesopotamian, and North African civilizations. In effect, this is where they received their (written) language, technology, religions, etc. Race took over from them. It doesn't just a tendency to connect the dots. Look at the timelines, look at the map. It is horrifying that all of our advancement we have generally failed to grasp the most critical lesson of history. The original European civilizations disappeared for the exact same reason sun is fading now. Wealth, and the following incursion of decency (cheap & slave labor, from the South to north) and the gradual disappearance of the original inhabitants. Remember, none of the Five Good Emperors (selected on competition) in the 2nd century were not archetypical Romans. They were Gaulish and Spanish Noric. Comparing them to the Persianocracy painting from the 2nd century to sculptural Nordic inhabitants of the Italian peninsula (Latins) had been largely overcome by the 2nd century. From then on the northern Europeans became increasingly dominant in the West and increasingly dysfunctional with the East until the Visigoths finally walked into Rome. Any serious thinker currently living in our "enrichment" should exactly what happened to Rome by now. No excuses for Mr. Buchanan. Moral cowardice is not a moral virtue.

Predicatably, racial dissolution is how all nations cease to exist and it is how our civilization will cease to exist. There is a reason. Japan, China, Russia, and France avoided "collapse" through centuries of abominable hardship. They maintained their original inhabitants. Race diminishes every other factor as the most important theme of history. A Western Biblical Christianity, whose overwhelming qualities are weaknesses, intolerance, and pity is not salvageable in this apocalyptic time for our race and its civilization. Charnelgate didn't let it get in his way.

10. May 4, 2016 - 3:00 am | Permalink | (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279336)

I read the endless circular debates go now nowhere and shake my head in dismay... but I also need to laugh and ask when will it end?... before or after we Witness of Minor Fortunes have been grotesquely overemphasized and the Jew World Order has been established?

Dr. Joyce... as an agnostic, you have made the right choice... for now.

If you take it upon yourself to self-prove your Spiritual Essence, which will no doubt make the leap of faith is Christianity, that is also to my understanding usually accompanied by a Physical Spiritual Transformation possible, and you is by the way experienced by most Christians, you really have made the correct immediate choice.

The Bible and the enlightened Jewish materialists who have hijacked Christianity and turned once well-meaning Christians into "foiled X-Rays" in the "shrewdness" of Satan, that you so correctly have labeled as "...dangerous..." can count your words among their many offenses to your way by the eye.

She can be worn by a female who is just safely reared. She can however be frightening that she is bound to you, for through it you it who will actually be saved!

The ironic part is that you are now even a Christian!

Only by your good graces Dr. Joyce, in your truthful quest for justice and objectivity, does your wife still have a chance to become one of the "... East..."

Let me pray your wife, Dr. Joyce, find her Christian Spirit and pay more attention to an agnostic (you) who is actually more a Christian than the woman he is married to and calls himself a Christian!

As usual, I am not a bibliographer, so just paraphrase and cite examples off the top of my head.

The Bible itself says that those who change or misunderstand the Bible will be forever damned; yet this has not prevented the above from happening, ... the latest example being the changes made to the Catholic Bible during Vatican 2 and the resultant excommunication of the Jews in the ousting of Christ.

But the Luther Bible is also different from the KJV in many ways not to mention the further bastardizations in Schilder Version and what "Pet-wherees", like John Hagee and his X-Rays for Satan, have done to Biblical interpretation ...

So who can one trust and what can one believe?

I always say, start with what you can see and experience personally and extrapolate from there.

So who can one trust and what can one believe?

The commentator said something that was curious but I think that it killed off everybody with an IQ 100 and over. This reminded me of an article I read several years ago about how Pol Pot specifically went after people who were glasses because they were "intellectuals." Helmut Nyborg who researches intelligence said on a Stelten Molyneux youtube that once intelligence is lost, it cannot come back.

The US was founded as a Republic, and while it did not have a state religion, it was clear that the state was bound by the principles of Christianity. There was however, no universal suffrage, and therefore not a democracy. The manufactured revolutions and wars in Europe, starting with Britain, have taken long term thinking increasingly into next election thinking. Universal suffrage is less than a century old at best, and the rapid decline in morale has only been slowed "evil dictators" like Franco, Mussolini, Hitler, and Salazar, all of whom insinuated themselves into the power of Christianity. The countries governed by these "evil dictators" were less inclined to follow the Latin materialism of the new and now. The return of the Orthodox Church to Russia has added a new evil dictator to the list -- Vladimir Putin. Democracy as it exists today can be translated as playing by Jews' rules, since it is clear that they own the game.

My disclaimer is that I do not advocate dictatorship. I am well aware that none of the "evil dictators" on the list were without faults, and that their countries, during their tenure, were not Jew. The issue is how has democracy contributed to the demise of the West?

The decline parallels, to a great extent, the rise of democracy.
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I offer my apologies for the grammatical and spelling errors.

14. Pierre de Craen  
May 3, 2016 - 2:55 pm  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279241)  
You might well be correct, Stonewall. From his abusive attitude and content-free comments, I took him for a Freeper gone walkabout—assuming that that bottom-feeding neconcom nightmare of a site still exists.

15. John  
May 3, 2016 - 10:25 am  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279250)  
Daniel 2:43 New International Version

43 And just as you saw the iron mixed with baked clay, so the people will be a mixture and will not remain united, any more than iron mixes with clay.

Young’s Literal Translation of the above scripture

Daniel 2:43 Young’s Literal Translation

43 Because that had been seen iron mixed with clay, they are mixing themselves with the seed of men: and they are not adhering one with another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.

“Seed of men” clearly means a blood line or ethnicity.

Genesis 12:7 King James Version (KJV)

7 And the Lord appeared unto Abram, and said, Unto thy seed will I give this land: and there builded he an altar unto the Lord, who appeared unto him.

16. Jill  
May 3, 2016 - 10:10 am  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279257)  
Barbara,

So that’s why the dervishes wear white dresses. In Yoga there is something about palms up and God or heaven and palms down anchoring to the earth.

[Barbara]  
May 3, 2016 - 11:22 am  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279258)  
Yes, Jill—unlike Yoga, the dervish’s gestures are one arm fully extended upward toward the Moon God, and the other arm fully extended downward toward the earth to drain its life force—“as above, so below” occultism, straight from the Jewish Kabalah, apparently, though none of them know that.

17. Europe  
May 3, 2016 - 3:17 pm  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279190)  
Thank you Mr Joyce.

Unlike the Middle Ages, the contemporary churches are not helping us against Muslims. Our so-called leaders have been blackmailed into opening most of Europe to 80 million Turkish muslims with almost no resistance from churches.

http://www.christianityandrace.org/turkey-free-travel-schengen/  
http://www.christianityandrace.org/turkey-free-travel-schengen/

The church is also becoming increasingly non-European. As of 2014, only 108 cardinals were Europeans plus 22 from America and Canada out of a total of 195.

This demographic change makes race realism much more difficult. It is just part of the general anti-European agenda.

18. (http://christianityandrace.org) Christian Talour  
May 3, 2016 - 3:03 pm  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279179)  
I think Christians can be syncretized with Identitarianism  [http://www.christianityandrace.org](http://www.christianityandrace.org)

[James Riefenst]  
May 3, 2016 - 5:17 pm  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279180)  
Good fortune to your project.

19. Carl  
May 4, 2016 - 12:27 am  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279174)  
Sad but true Andrew Joyce is spot on pathological altruism. The evidence is undeniable.

Anglican Communion

http://www.anglicancommunion.org  
http://www.anglicancommunion.org

Catholic Relief Services  
http://www.crs.org/can-work-overseas/where-we-work/africa  
http://www.crs.org/can-work-overseas/where-we-work/africa

Global Baptist Church Planters  
http://www.globalbaptist.net  
http://www.globalbaptist.net

Lutheran World Federation  
https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/africa  
https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/africa

Mennonite Church Africa  
http://mennoniteafrica.org  
http://mennoniteafrica.org

My wife, another devout, has also been hounding me lately to give to a charity campaigning for Syrian refugees but a while back was livid when she learnt I had donated funds to South African farmers facing drought. “They are poor farmers aren’t they?” she said in objection. Meaning I suppose whites don’t deserve help.

[CL]  
May 3, 2016 - 7:25 pm  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279188)  
European missionary work and mercy both inside and outside Europe is an integral part of European Man and who we are and has been going on for over 1,500 years. The good they have done for Europe is enormous. Many of the missionaries are our greatest heroes ever produced by Europe. The bravest and smartest men and women who ever lived. Many people feel called to do this valuable work at home and abroad to those who need it. It is good. Just as you like to help the white farmers in South Africa.

Bringing foreigners home however is not good. Or doing human trafficking which some Church people and secular volunteers are doing. If they want to help in the war zones or the third world then they must go and set up missions. The work is greatly appreciated. They do us proud. To bring them to our home country will defeat the purpose and negate the result.

[GL]  
May 3, 2016 - 8:11 am  |  [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279197)  
While people’s nations, borders and tribes are real and vital for the ultimate survival of all life on this planet. They matter. Without keeping them strong and healthy their missionary work becomes impossible. Bringing third worlders here is counterproductive. It is immoral because it is destructive both to the poor natives that they are taking them out of and to the first world ones they are bringing them into.

There may have been a time for some of that in some particular circumstances – that time has passed. It is not now, it’s good to adjust in accordance to the realities.
Jesus made it clear that there is a huge distinction between Christians and non-Christians.

Our survival depends on trace realism. Put trace first then your church doctrines second.

But NO ONE does Israel while Israel gets to do all other nations.

"I do your nation, you do my nation." Globalist Orgy or Globorgy.

No sense of marriage or fidelity to one's trace, nation, history, and heritage.

Globo-elites are political swingers. Globo-promiscuous or Globomiscuous.

Christianity cannot save the West. We need a new faith.

Globalism is a kind of nation-swapping among the elites.

Global-elites are political swingers. Globo-promiscuous or Globomiscuous.

No sense of marriage or fidelity to one's nation, history, and heritage. "I do your nation, you do my nation." Globalist Orgy or Globorgy.

But NO ONE does Israel while Israel gets to do all other nations.

These relief services are taxpayer financed. We all know who control World Finance.

Christanity cannot save the West. We need a new faith.

Pipe is a spiritual swinger.

Globalism is a kind of nation-swapping among the elites.

Globo-elites are political swingers. Globo-promiscuous or Globomiscuous.

No sense of marriage or fidelity to one's nation, history, and heritage. "I do your nation, you do my nation." Globalist Orgy or Globorgy.

Jesus made it clear that there is a huge distinction between Christians and non-Christians.
Why is the population of Africa going on 2 billion? More pathological altruism – schools, medicines and technology brought by White missionaries. Look at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messianic_Jews

And in Daniel 2:43, the Bible says that the different seeds (bloodlines or ethnicities) will mix together but will not hold together anymore than iron mixes with clay.

"Some "Jewish" popes previous to Malachy's prophecy include, Zephyrin (199-217), Siricus (384-399), Hormidas (514-523), and Analdet II (1130-1138)." (Gert Haendler: Kirchengeschichte, Evangelische Verlagsanstalt Berlin, 1980).

"In fact, this council document—one must read it to believe it—is not equipped with any notes, and that makes it impossible to determine who the secret author was. The only thing that can be said about it is that it is absolutely not the work of the Holy Spirit, and that it must be rejected out of hand. It is not a single sentence that is dubious, but whole volumes filled with incorrect and dishonest content.


See how much love
Outrageous.

This pope is a crook. He has even appointed Africans as cardinals. The Roman Catholic is a power. Dead as a doa. R.I.P.

[27x71]–You will be amazed and horrified by the answers.

To that extent, we need individualism. Not in the abstract libertarian sense but in the identitarian sense. If you want to do something for your people, you must have individual will and drive. Individual ability to think and plan.

That aspect of Greekness made all the difference, and these cultural seeds later made the West able to change its historical trajectories from within.

But at the elite levels of Greek society, there was a sense of freedom, individuality, assertiveness, and ability to take orders but never stood on their own feet and used oratory & wit to make their case.

And indeed we have “Judeo-Christianity” which is POISON. A Caucasian re-interpretation of Islam (not Wahabi/Salafi) is the only antidote strong enough to revitalize Western man’s fighting spirit. Unfortunately, most will ignore it to their peril.

When some people lose, they really lose… for all time.

The West needs to rethink its values and strengths.

What is this quality among white people that allowed change from within? Is it genetic?

This pope is a commie. He has even appointed Africans as cardinals. The Roman Catholic is a power. Dead as a doa. R.I.P.

[27x71]–You will be amazed and horrified by the answers.

May 3, 2016 - 3:34 pm | [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279146)

You also had to bring in your ritual animal to be slaughtered, or hand your firstborn child on a silver platter to them, as they did today, “reverencing” the child for a few shekels.

For those who still harbor apprehensions about ditching christianity and its pious adherents for good… there’s an interesting little experiment for you:

Where the whirling dervishes, wearing white dresses and brown fezzes “to be drenched in the blood of Christians”, sit in a satanic clockwise direction, one hand lowered towards the Earth, the other hand raised towards the MOON? They are trained to VISUALIZE THE FACE OF THE MAN IN THE MOON in their upraised palm, and channel the living energy of the Earth towards the MOON. Taught to them by the Jewish creators of Islam. Yes, a fine example of the Man of the Moon to follow. Are you out of your tiny mind?

Uh … this essay is dealing with White survival and the collapse of Western civilization. Looks like someone is finally putting two and two together concerning the corrosive effects of judeo-christianity.

28 | [Free Speech](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7JUpuvpM4U9hQp1L9N_nvA)

122 comments! Essays dealing with White survival or the collapse of Western civilization garner maybe 30 or 40. Shows that when it comes to religion not only does everyone have an opinion, they feel it important enough to share. Bah humbug.

I have been born and raised Christian. I know how to say, and I mean no offense to traditional Christian who still hold to the old ways, that Christ has been kicked to the curb in every major Christian denomination. And instead we have “Judeo-Christianity” which is POISON.

A Caucasian re-interpretation of Islam (not Wahabi/Salafi) is the only antidote strong enough to revitalize Western man’s fighting spirit. Unfortunately, most will ignore it to their peril.

This pope is a commie. He has even appointed Africans as cardinals. The Roman Catholic is a power. Dead as a doa. R.I.P.

May 3, 2016 - 4:34 pm | [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279168)

Peter’s ask “Where the whirling dervishes, wearing white dresses and brown fezzes “to be drenched in the blood of Christians”, sit in a satanic clockwise direction, one hand lowered towards the Earth, the other hand raised towards the MOON? They are trained to VISUALIZE THE FACE OF THE MAN IN THE MOON in their upraised palm, and channel the living energy of the Earth towards the MOON. Taught to them by the Jewish creators of Islam. Yes, a fine example for The Man of the Moon to follow. Are you out of your tiny mind?”

May 3, 2016 - 1:50 pm | [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279122)

Barbara

May 3, 2016 - 3:42 pm | [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279123)

May 2, 2016 - 1:49 pm | [Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279133)

The West needs to rethink its values and strengths.

So much of history is stagnant and unchanged. And some changes are permanent. There might be no return to the old. No reset button.

When some people lose, they really lose… for all time.

If peoples of all history are under the same Big Law, how can Jews do more as much more than Gypsies?

The group with the most driven, creative, intelligent, and daring individuals will change history.

Hitlerism was about shut up and obey Hitler.” Actually, Hitlerism was about regaining Germany for the benefit of the Germans.

What is this quality among white people that allowed change from within? Is it genetic? Possibly. But it’s also culture. Greeks developed this first in a big way in the Ancient World.

In one sense, the Greek world was just as oppressive and repressive as any other civilization. Athens had its slaves. Sparta even more so. So, a lot of people in Greek civilization hardly had any freedom. They had to do as told.

But among the elites, there arose a culture of pride, dignity, individuality, and freedom. This was true among ultra-conservative Spartans as among adventurously Athenians.

In contrast, even the elites in Persia, Egypt, China, Japan, and India lacked the sense of individual freedom, pride, and dignity.

All of their society, from top to bottom, was about repressive hierarchy and dogmatic obedience. Japanese samurai were the elites over the people, but even these elites warriors had no individual agency. Their only purpose was to serve the warrior code and their lord.

But at the elite levels of Greek society, there was a sense of freedom, individuality, assertiveness, and agency. Indeed, Greeks held in contempt those who only knew how to take orders but never stood on their own feet and used oratory & wit to make their case.

[http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279146]

[1] (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279183)

What Kevin MacDonald has done is given us the FACTUAL information that we can educate Whites who are willing to listen. So far that has been helpful, how many Whites are being educated is not measurable, at least yet.

I have been born and raised Christian. I know how to say, and I mean no offense to traditional Christian who still hold to the old ways, that Christ has been kicked to the curb in every major Christian denomination. And instead we have “Judeo-Christianity” which is POISON.

A Caucasian re-interpretation of Islam (not Wahabi/Salafi) is the only antidote strong enough to revitalize Western man’s fighting spirit. Unfortunately, most will ignore it to their peril.

The West needs to rethink its values and strengths.

So much of history is stagnant and unchanged. And some changes are permanent. There might be no return to the old. No reset button.

When some people lose, they really lose… for all time.

If peoples of all history are under the same Big Law, how can Jews do more as much more than Gypsies?

The group with the most driven, creative, intelligent, and daring individuals will change history.

Hitlerism was about shut up and obey Hitler.” Actually, Hitlerism was about regaining Germany for the benefit of the Germans.

What is this quality among white people that allowed change from within? Is it genetic? Possibly. But it’s also culture. Greeks developed this first in a big way in the Ancient World.

In one sense, the Greek world was just as oppressive and repressive as any other civilization. Athens had its slaves. Sparta even more so. So, a lot of people in Greek civilization hardly had any freedom. They had to do as told.

But among the elites, there arose a culture of pride, dignity, individuality, and freedom. This was true among ultra-conservative Spartans as among adventurously Athenians.

In contrast, even the elites in Persia, Egypt, China, Japan, and India lacked the sense of individual freedom, pride, and dignity.

All of their society, from top to bottom, was about repressive hierarchy and dogmatic obedience. Japanese samurai were the elites over the people, but even these elites warriors had no individual agency. Their only purpose was to serve the warrior code and their lord.

But at the elite levels of Greek society, there was a sense of freedom, individuality, assertiveness, and agency. Indeed, Greeks held in contempt those who only knew how to take orders but never stood on their own feet and used oratory & wit to make their case.

[http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279146]

[1] (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279183)
It is somewhat unclear what you're trying to say here. Are you a White Christian? And if so – how do you respond to the principle RACE BEFORE RELIGION?

We may also phrase the question in slightly more unequivocal terms: does your racial loyalty to the European-derived peoples of this world supersede your religious loyalty to Jesus or Yahweh?

Or in other words: still which thesis prevails – your White racial identity and correlative responsibilities or your Christian identity and correlative responsibilities?

- Should be a rather straightforward proposition.

[Barbara]
May 3, 2016 - 8:49 pm
[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279189)

It's like the ancient Chinese question to man: "If your wife and mother were both thrown into a river, which one would you save first?"

- T. J.
May 3, 2016 - 11:33 am
[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279220)

I was trying too make two points: the second added on.

Facts are more encompassing then race, but includes race. Facts in general before religion would include race. Yes, race should come before religion, I would like to hear some of the answers you got about this.

>>> Don't the seculars hate facts? <<< Both sides are anti-anti-racists – I meant why pick on just the Christians? Which side admit that median black IQ in Africa is 67? That American multitudes have 8 times the rate of violent crime?

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kzE0G5mS5k]
[May 3, 2016 - 12:32 pm | Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279232)

@Barbara

By evading the question you do in fact answer it.

[Barbara]
May 3, 2016 - 1:17 pm
[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279232)

Orion, not evading the question, just showing how pointless the question is.

What exactly are you trying to say? As others here have pointed out, without Christians like Charles Martel, King Alfred the Great, and countless others valiantly defending European culture and civilization down through the centuries, we would have been destroyed long ago. Just because we have been subverted, weakened and undermined by "the tribe" infiltrating our ranks, as even Henry Kissinger admitted, doesn't mean that 2000 years of Christians resisting annihilation by Jews and their littleพวกปราบพล้า has been simply dismissed by you here and now.

[Richard P. de Crespigny]
May 3, 2016 - 3:37 pm
[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279213)

You're not a principal stance—unless your foundational principle is the Christophilia of the Jews and of other sworn enemies of our nation. At least, it is the stance of someone who is so militantly challenged that he can't chew gum and walk at the same time, let alone even comprehend that the secular and the sacred are distinct but interrelated realms.

The impulse to reduce a human society to the simple-minded standard your question embodies is the very impulse underlying every tyranny that has ever existed since the dawn of time. It is the standard that the Jews raised in Rusia in 1917 and are presently rushing throughout the Western world.

So are you one of them or actively working with them, or are you a fellow traveler who is in it for what you can get out of it?

As for Barbara, yes, her answer was a non-answer: nothing new there. But her inability to answer your question doesn't lessen the question's appalling inadequacy.

You aren't here to assist white people; you are here to contribute to their destruction.

[Barbara]
May 4, 2016 - 6:38 am
[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279243)

@Richard P. de Crespigny – I just remembered where I read about that demonic priest who was run out of town for burning children HEAD-FIRST to immolate their souls. It was an article on Ann Barnard's otherwise excellent website, complete with a listing of his actions, describing his actions in the most glowing terms. I don't think she mentioned him being run out of town by a horrified populace, but that was in his sordid biography elsewhere. I can't remember all the names of these saints – there are so many of them, some coming from these, and some not deserving at all, in all of these cases.

May I remind you and others here that this is the COMMENTS section, not a series of tiny scholarly articles requiring full references and page numbers. And no one owes you anything, any answer.

[Mod Note: Thank you, Barbara, for pointing out that this is the COMMENTS section, not a series of tiny scholarly articles... etc.]

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pUb6sHfQJc]
[May 4, 2016 - 12:34 pm | Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279249)

Bringing up judo-kibutzen isn't helpful because of how a widely accepted and basically undisputed that they were precisely ideological (and often officially proclaimed) anti-racists – just as judo-kibutzen is, funny enough.

There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye are all one in Christ Jesus. (Gal. 3:28)

And if ye salute your brethren only, what ye do more than others? do not even the publicans so? (Matt. 5:47)

You aren't here to assist white people; you are here to contribute to their destruction.

- No.

I'm here to assist White people in finally breaking free from the irrational, Jewish-founded slave-religion which has blinded, alienated and confounded them for so long. Thus I'm here to contribute to their liberation from foreign superstition and to their rediscovery of a deep and ethno-cultural identity with roots stretching back millennia upon millennia before the advent of Judeo-Christianity.

[Barbara]
May 2, 2016 - 12:00 pm
[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279112)

To the White Supremacists on here, I just wanted to explain why I don't believe in that. You will think this is daft, but at least consider it:

I have a diagram which shows how the World Council of Churches, other organisations and the communists fitted together. I guess the church was quite a different organisation before the Cold War and after the lost World War II.

The book starts off with the decision at Canterbury on 21 August 1969, for a plan to combat racism. Names like UNESCO, Dr. George McGovern, Dr. Eugene Carson Blake appear in this book.

This book describes how the protestant church in Germany was undermined and coerced into combatting racism by supporting terrorist organisations in the Third World, including South Africa. It also shows actions how racism was to be combated in the Netherlands, Japan, Columbia, Australia (Aborigines), etc.

It plays on the guilt complex of Germany after WWII.

The book starts off the decision at Canterbury on 21 August 1969, for a plan to combat racism. Names like UNESCO, Dr. George McGovern, Dr. Eugene Carson Blake appear in this book.

I have a diagram which shows how the World Council of Churches, other organisations and the communists fitted together. I guess the church was quite a different organisation before the Cold War and after the lost World War II.

[Barbara]
May 4, 2016 - 10:22 am
[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279206)


[Permalink](http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/)
May 3, 2016 - 4:49 pm | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

Ezra Pound's Ghost,

These folks never have any explanation for why racial nationalism flourished for 1,500 years in Europe under the "ceaseless slave religion" and also nephopludofluled the Muslims many times. Without 'the Faith', Europe would have been Islamicized several times over before the Reformation.

Too bad that after a while the comments threads get nuked in this site because Jack Frost already replied a year ago:

(above quote) doesn't deal with the argument which compares Christianity to a cancer. Cancer, too, doesn't necassisliy kill immediately. You can have cancer for years if it suddenly metabolizes and kills you. You have to look at it and be absolutely strong and have many accomplishments, but nevertheless, you have it and it will eventually kill you. So this argument in the book of Christianity doesn't actually come to grips with the charge against it: it's not a strong argument at all.

Frost's complete reply can still be seen here (https://chechar.wordpress.com/2015/06/29/frost-responds-to-macdonald/)

Regarding your mention of Islam, I would add that the catastrophe in education of whites that meant the destruction of so-called pagan libraries (e.g., St. Gregory is credited with having destroyed many volumes of classical literature, even whole libraries, lest they seduced men's minds away from the study of holy art) was a factor facilitating the Islamic takeover of what used to be territories under Roman control.

May 3, 2016 - 4:50 pm | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

An analogy is neither an argument nor a proof. It is rhetoric. As for the destruction of libraries, every winner of every war trashes the historical record if they can. It is dangerous to claim that Christians were somehow uniquely responsible for something that every successful conqueror or revolution does.

Whites were unprepared to crush Islam in the 7th-8th centuries precisely because with the destruction of the Greco-Roman culture, including its libraries, they had practiced on themselves an intellectual lobotomy thanks to Constantine, Constantinople, etc., etc., if Frost used a metaphor there's because in a comment you cannot introduce the ideas of a whole book. I mentioned Sun's Hono-American in this thread. That is the non-metaphorical source. Together with Renato Olive's books (https://chechar.wordpress.com/2015/06/29/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510) explains why modern liberalism is the offspring of Christian apathy (the "cancer" that is killing the West).

May 3, 2016 - 8:07 am | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

That St. Gregory tale was based on John of Salisbury, who mentioned it as a "flying report" or rumor. 600 years after the supposed event!

Meanwhile, in 1453 AD, when the Turks under Mehmed took Constantinople, 120,000 volumes were destroyed, just as all the Sibbes are confiscated today at the airport in Saudi Arabia from Christian passengers, and later unsealed upon arrival.

May 3, 2016 - 10:32 am | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

The most tremendous destruction, barely imaginable, was caused in the field of education, as can be read in my blog when the Imperial Church triumphed over the old culture. You can ignore what traditions says about Gregory, I, the Great. But what about the flourishng trade book of antiquity? It disappeared. Ever St. Thomas Aquinas, the Church's official philosopher, writes that 'the desire for knowledge is a sin when it does not serve the knowledge of God.'

In unvanquished, history, as a science, was completely unknown. The experimental and inductive research was considered: experimental sciences were showed by the Bible and dogma; scientists thrown into the dungeon, or sent to the stake. In 1163, Pope Alexander II forbade all clerics doing any studying. In 1308 a decision of the French parliament forbade the study of chemistry, referring to a decree of Pope John, 1000.

And while in the Arab world (obedient to Muhammad's slogan: "the ink of scholars is more sacred than the blood of martyrs") the sciences flourished, especially medicine, in the Catholic world the bases of scientific knowledge remained unchanged for more than a millennium, well into the sixteenth century.

The sick were supposed to seek comfort in prayer instead of medical attention. The Church forbade the dissection of corpses, and sometimes even regulated the use of natural medicines for considering it unlawful intervention with the divine. In the Middle Ages they even threw the apothecaries in jail, not even the largest. In 1594 the Inquisition condemned to exile (or in facto death) the physician Andreas Vesalius, the founder of modern anatomy, for opening a corpse and for saying that men is not short of a rift that was created for Eve.

Consistent with the guidance of teaching, we find another institution, ecclesiastical censure, very often (at least since the time of St. Paul In Ephesus) dedicated to the burning of the books of pagans, and the destruction (or prohibition) of real Christian literature, from the books of the Ariane and Nestorians.

This is only a tiny segment of the overall history of the disaster for education in Christendom.

May 3, 2016 - 2:34 pm | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

And while in the Arab world (obedient to Muhammad's slogan: "the ink of scholars is more sacred than the blood of martyrs") the sciences flourished, especially medicine, in the Catholic world the bases of scientific knowledge remained unchanged for more than a millennium, well into the sixteenth century.

You are perverting liberal anti-anti-popular with this kind of stuff. It's easy to show that the collapse of the intellectual medium on the result sustained leadership to a level not even the pre-Christian world would have recognized. The Anglo-Saxons built on economic ideas. To an extent not seen anywhere else in the former western empire. Unlike North Africa, which eventually became Arab and Muslim, the Franks of Gaul and Visigods of Spain eventually became Catholic (something from Asian Christianity) and lost their Germanic languages. Meanwhile in England, we see a cultural tradition built from scratch no reintroduced literacy, Christianity, cut stone and mortar, and the use of glass. England had lost virtually everything with the fall of Rome in the late fifth century. The Roman-British who could move to Brifney where a sense of an earlier era was maintained. On the island, however, a profoundly new era had begun. 

http://www.historyofmacedonia.org/AncientMacedonia/greekmyth.html (https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510)

Nicholas Cheetham is uncompromising in the language he uses to describe the Slav influence. He says that between the fifth and seventh centuries "a sharp and brutal revolution altered the whole character of Hellas… It also involved a steep departure of the legions in the early fifth century. The Romano-British who could move to Brifney where a sense of an earlier era was maintained. On the island, however, a profoundly new era had begun."

http://www.historyofmacedonia.org/AncientMacedonia/greekmyth.html

The Slav settlements extended the length and breadth of the Balkan peninsula. They overran the "whole of Greece," and more, Cheetham says. Their influence extended across the Balkans from the Danube to Cape Tapirion. In the process, Roman authority was subdued, and the remnants of classical culture and the Christian religion were extinguished.

May 3, 2016 - 2:40 pm | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

The Zasanian Persian Empire fell even much quiker to the Muslims than the Christian Byzantine Empire did, which managed to beat the Arabs out of Asia Minor, until being overwhelmed by the Seljuk Turks in the 11th century.

The Sassanian dynasty fell as rapidly to the Muslims as the Achemenians had to the forces of Alexander the Great.

May 3, 2016 - 5:33 pm | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

The Byzantine Empire received 1000 years (800 to Islam). Then understood its resistance was not Christendom, of course, but the treachery of the pseudo-Christian of the West (Norsman included) who stabbed the Empire in the back and did not hesitate to collude with Muslims against their fellow Christians, collaborating in their exploitation (from Charlemagne who concluded the first alliance with Muslims, in the gate of Constantinople left open by the Genoese mercenaries through which the Turks entered). And they happily lived together ever after, doing profitable business closed by Jewish money.

May 3, 2015 - 7:17 am | Permalink | [https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-278510]

Seraphim – Extraordinary, what you said about Normans and other "Pseudo-Christians" colluding with Muslims against the Byzantines, and about the traitors who opened the Gates of Constantinople to the Muslim invaders, because:

1) There is some evidence that the Normans/Vikings were actually descended from the pugyn/Jewish/Mongol/Hun, who had swamped into Europe, evolving and forcibly interbreeding with the tall Gothic peoples and driving the Anglo-Scandinavian tribes back into the British Isles. William the Conqueror, the other Herod was Jews, as was his Jewish father, and he brought with him the Jewish merchants of Muslims who had financed his invasion, installing them as "kibrins" in the charge of the Church churches, thereby ensuring church approval of the new feudal system of Serfs & Lords, as well as the Norman Anti-Christian deity called "Droit et Sieur", which defeated the English long before the Normans used it
2) The Moorish conquest of Spain was only possible because Jewish traitors OPENED THE GATES TO TRIBOLO and other clues to the Muslim invasions, while the Christian inhabitants were all in church celebrating Palm Sunday. The Jews tried under the Caliphs, as administrators, treasurers, and suppliers of idolatrous Slavic texts for the Muslim harams, as the Jewish Rathbunas also did for China.

3) When people awoke to the fact that Islam was actually CREATED BY JEWS as a Proxy Army to destroy Christianity, then the Jewish collaboration with Muslim invaders down through the ages becomes clear. That same collaboration is exactly what we are seeing now in western countries: Jewish politicians OPENING THE GATES OF THE WEST to their Muslim allies. Again.

- Women
May 5, 2016 - 8:03 am | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279356)

And as I noted, Byzantium also had to deal with Slavic and Turkic (like the Bulgars) pagan barbarians attacking them from the North.

- Women
May 4, 2016 - 4:03 am | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279320)

Cancer, despite popular beliefs, isn’t aggressive or violent. It just sits there, getting bigger and bigger until it causes damage. I’d suggest the ‘cancer’ image is accurate in a different sense: many societies have spare resources, and there presumably must be competition for them. At present, Jews are in almost monopolistic position. But when the Church was dominant, I had the same paranoid position, seeing up resources, producing little, suggesting ideas which were inoffensive or unprovable, and providing incomes to people who saw little reason to abide or decamp or change their nominal opinions. I’d suggest this view explains all the apparently contradictory views of the history of the Church.

[https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/](https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/)

You said nothing about the marginalization that took place in Constantinople because of the imperial Church’s universalism, and by the way I know of a better metaphor than Finis’s ‘cancer’ regarding our parents’ religion.

- Women
May 4, 2016 - 10:30 am | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279346)

If Christianity and its secular offshoots are massively involved in the West’s darkest hour, and I cannot... [clxvii]" why not start diagnosing the situation as “assisted suicide,” with the Jew onl... [clvii]

Quite a few white nationalists get mad when hearing the expression “pathological altruism.” Most speak, ins... [clvii]

Pagan worldview has no power of resurrection, it can only resort of pessimistic fatalism once it has been worn out, in battle, or business of life. The young Aryan prince Gautama Siddhartha founded the most pessimistic and suicidal great religion... [clxvii]

@ Barbara:
[http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279367]

Well, would you count Buddhism as an Aryan religion? (Not even mentioning Jainism, the pacifistic vegetarian faith founded by another Aryan prince, Mahavira, who renounced this throne).

Dear César,

[](https://chechar.wordpress.com/2015/06/14/egalitarianism/)

Whatever you might think about Frost, who’s not commenting here anymore, his question merits response.

- Barbara
May 6, 2016 - 10:00 am | Permalink | (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279387)

- Pierre de Croix
May 7, 2016 - 7:15 pm | Permalink | (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279396)

- Pierre de Croix
May 5, 2016 - 1:38 pm | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279357)

Not much difference from what the Press is saying about the French revolutionaries. This is a June 2015 Frost question to this very site (another raised thread) that no TOO Christian has ever responded. "What is the evidence that, even in pre-Christian times, Europeans were prone to moral panics and excessive guilt and/or altruism? I’ve never seen any and find it hard to believe there is any."

- Pierre de Croix
May 5, 2016 - 1:36 pm | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279358)

Dear César,

Tastes differ. You seem to want Jack Frost as the possessor of an unfettered mind, as a man whose goal is to free others of the shackles of their Judaeo-Christian superstitions. I see him as a barely literate and bigoted Christophobe with the typical morose touch of pseudo-intellectual amnesia of life-trieving sculpture and a below-average capacity for discerning bad from holy—or better, fact from the delusion wildly characteristic of the self-styled savants.

Given that you yourself, both here and your own site, have formulated some genuinely pithy and thoughtful questions (however much I may disagree with your underlying premises and assumptions), I am surprised that you don’t see for question for what it is: a tattered-up snake man. He does us the one favor of admitting his own complete ignorance, but then he demands that we, the commented-targets of his question, give him an answer he finds satisfactory—or else.

As the ‘or else’ amounts to nothing more than earning the displeasure of the fake-apostle and culpably ignorant man and the contempt of a fraud. I for one will endorse it as a chastisement for my many sites of omission and omission to move on a question, any-question, that amounts to more than just a chip that some swaggerer is challenging me to knock off his shoulder.

- Barbara
May 5, 2016 - 2:53 pm | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279355)

C. T. - Aren’t you leaving out a couple of centuries? In 64 AD, the flame-haired Ashurudar Emperor Nero decided to set fire to Rome on the advice of his Hebrew “seers,” who complained to him that they couldn’t read their entrails properly to predict his future because those pesty Christians, and would he kill all some to turning crises & such.” Yes, fine, now get on with an ‘entrales,’ says he. Then told him the entrails said he would only become a World Ruler if he raised his capital to Jerusalem. Roman Senators not so, he did not set fire to Rome to persuade them. Then blamed the Christians for that as well.

[https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/](https://chechar.wordpress.com/2016/05/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/)

Whatever you might think about Frost, who’s not commenting here anymore, his question merits response.

- Barbara
May 5, 2016 - 5:16 pm | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279397)

You honestly believe Nero was a Jew? He began the First Jewish-Roman War.

- Women
May 5, 2016 - 3:01 am | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279341)

...both Stoicism and Epicureanism—the apathetic acceptance of defeat, and the effort to forget defeat in the arms of pleasure—were theories as to how one might yet be happy through subjugated or enslaved. This was certainly not the adept of the ancient Helix or Republican Rome.

But that is just the point: pagan Greece and Rome DEGENERATED. Their morally best period was in the beginning, and then it was all downhill, even if they grew more materially prosperous. They themselves recognized this in their myth about golden, silver, bronze and iron era.

Pagan worldview has no power of resurrection, it can only resort of pessimistic fatalism once it has been worn out, in battle, or business of life. The young Aryan prince Gautama Siddhartha founded the most pessimistic and suicidal great religion ever, Buddhism.

"Beside Stoicism and Epicureanism Christianity was another Oriental infiltration into the Aray soul."

This is very tainted "No True Path" definition-game. Epicure at least had undoubtable Helicen background. Face the reality — paganism does not merely (or even primarily) mean Odin and heathen, but also Epicure and bitter-idolatry. And many moderates will never negative Epicure than Odyssey and obstinately worship rather gold than gold.

- Women
May 6, 2016 - 3:11 am | Permalink | (http://www.thesiecledebserven.org/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279399)

What is the evidence that, even in pre-Christian times, Europeans were prone to moral panics and excessive guilt and/or altruism? I’ve never seen any and find it hard to believe there is any.

Well, would you count Buddhism as an Aray religion? (Not even mentioning Jainism, the pacifistic vegetarian faith founded by another Aray prince, Mahavira, who renounced his throne).
Barbara
May 6, 2016 - 7:04 am

Their CHINS greased with FAT CLERGYMEN with a nice easy job invading Russia. Add to this lingering enmities between various peoples like Russians and Poles, Serbs and Croats, etc. On the other hand... Wow!!… Is the Pope into toes or something?

Cesar Tort
May 6, 2016 - 10:55 am

He did not do anything the Jews did, as usual. Rashidner was controlled by the Hebrone "prophets" upon whose advice he relied, and after burning Rome didn't succeed in persuading the Senate to move the capital to Jerusalem, he visited Jerusalem himself in 69 AD and formally converted to Judaism, expecting them to reward him with Temple funds, which they refused. They were also arraigned because, despite all their whining to the Romans about the piously Greek desire to sacrifice a chicken in front of the Jewish temple, the Romans quite sensibly refused to punish the Greeks for them. So they started looking up and slaughtering people. Nero scarpered back to Rome and sent in Vespasian to deal with them.

Then in 69 AD, the Hebrews were not satisfied that St. James the Just had bent over backwards for years to please them, and demanded that he renounce Christ. He refused, so they threw him off a parapet, and when he didn't die, beat him to death with fuller's clubs. In a gang. That was the real reason for the First Jewish-Roman War.

https://skeptic.wordpress.com
May 6, 2016 - 10:10 am

Winer:
In his huge bestseller The Story of Philosophy Durant does paint these schools of thought as antithetical to the Greco-Roman spirit at its peak. If the zeitgeist changed (and this is not Durant) it was precisely due to the loss of racial purity I spoke about in this thread using the example of another region: Constantinople. Misconception also happened in Europe and shifted the zeitgeist from the Aryan to the Oriental, yes even in Athens when materialism started, but not in Sparta as they remained pure until the catalyseic Peloponnesian War.

Regarding Front's question,
— "What is the evidence that, even in pre-Christian times, Europeans were prone to moral panics and excessive guilt and/or altruism? I've never seen any and find it hard to believe there is any."
— "Well, would you count Buddhism as an Aryan religion?"

Thanks. That's the first honest reply to our question!

You are right in fact, the existence of Buddhism should scare the Whites who cannot think of anything but Judeo-Christianity as the sole cause of white decline. There are other factors of white pathology of course. But unlike many rationalists believe, Christianity is one of them.

In another of my comments in this thread I linked to Revilo Oliver’s leads. This is taken from that link:

Last in the sixth century BC a young Aryan prince named Siddartha, doubtless influenced by the Lokeya prevalent in intellectual circles, evolved an atheistic philosophy that differed from a strict materialism only in the assumption that an individual's will-to-live (as distinct from his mind and personality) could survive his death. This pantheism of the will (which must be sharply distinguished from the reincarnation of a soul) strikingly resembles the idea of the modern philosophy of Schopenhauer, and Siddartha, yoking to our racial traits in desire and formula universal laws, presented it true for all men. His doctrine therefore appeared to individual Aryan who were concerned for "all mankind" and had an "all for good" for the lower races by pretending that those races were their equals.

They accordingly preached the philosophy of Siddartha and gradually transformed it into a religion complete with gods, saviors, and innumerable angels and demons, and they called Siddartha the "Lightbringer of Mankind" (Buddha). As an odd mixture of philosophy and religion, Buddhism became the Establishment Religion of India, consumed the mongrelization of the Ayars and their submergence in the profits, noble races, and to that of subversion accomplished, it disappeared and survived only as a pseudo-religious superstition in Tibet, China, Japan, and adjacent Mongolian territories, and, with many doctrinal differences, in Ceylon and Southeast Asia. As it appears to have become as decadent as Christianity among us.

So the causes of white decline are multiple. BOTH individualism, universalism, weak ethnocentrism ("hardwired" characteristics in the White psyche since prehistoric times) + egalitarianism, liberalism, capitalism (cultural "software" after the Revolution which ironically strengthened Christian assuage) + the Jewish influence since the 20th century = a truly lethal brew for the White peoples.

From this standpoint the JP is a catalyst, not the active ingredient of the brew. I call the active substance "the Aryan problem.

F. J.
May 4, 2016 - 1:01 pm

Monopoly is the basic problem. Information monopoly, and money monopoly.

Held in place by force - by the State. Reason is the opposite of monopoly.

Facts are the opposite of reason. Reason and facts are opposite to religion.

The State is applied religion - including the psychological equivalents of religion. This is female and wants to thwart the male, while sucking the life out of the male. This female/state domination has been called Original Sin.

The Church's treatment of Galileo is an example of the female domination... http://big-lies.org

May 6, 2016 - 8:50 am

Barbara, on Nero - http://big-lies.org

Luke 1:3-4:15

Nero "may" have been demonised, in a very similar way to Hitler. I’m not sure, but I am sure we’ve all been lied to.

Barbara
May 6, 2016 - 1:01 pm

@Rerevisionist - I was very surprised that you said Hitler was demonised, because I thought Hitler was just part of the plan, one of "The Tribe", who faked his own death and escaped to Argentina "ANDWVA" with Eva Braun, living out his days in comfort there, as the NWO Globalists apparently also intended to do, after setting WWIII in motion.


Vangelis
May 2, 2016 - 9:42 am

WOW... is the Pope in toes or something?

Barbara
May 3, 2016 - 9:10 am

Where the foot is an act of submission. Truly ingle-nongeworthy.

Jeminne
May 2, 2016 - 9:36 am

Andrew Joyce at his best again.

To be credited the Church has been useful in the last 1,500 years. I echo points below about resisting Jews and Muslims plus cohesion.

On the other hand it has also been a very divisive institution. More European blood has been shed in the name of Christianity than any other. I can think of the Siege of Constantinople in 1204 by the Crusaders on their way to the Holy Land or the Teutonic Knights invading Russia. Add to this Imperial enmities between various peoples like Russians and Turks, Serbs and Croats, etc.

In modern context the Western Church is fully on board race-replacement save perhaps the Russian brand reviled by Putin. The stor of "racism" makes any discussion of the gloomy prospects for Europeans almost impossible.

De C. G. Gleeson
May 2, 2016 - 8:47 am

THE POPE IS A POOP... A JEWISH POOP

Permalink http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/europe-and-the-faith#comment-279101
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May 6, 2016 - 6:41 am

Donald Trump said that we would create safe zones and help war refugees over there in their region. The US has much experience doing this and the Churches are needed in their own experience to help. The missionaries and volunteers are a Godsend to those suffering and have much to do. European missions are unseemly heroes of our time. And they will continue that brave tradition.
Pat Buchanan and Vladimir Putin and American Christians of every stripe but most especially the Evangelicals are right about the importance of Christianity in our survival and flourishing. They have their way for over 65 years. There will be no further tolerance regarding certain matters.

Some of what I said was lost. Some of it was the locals paying them to leave because they had made themselves too harmful. Some of it was their own belonging, and some of it was a pound of flesh.

It is a warning to understand us. They are what they are.

We are not Jewish. I am Northern European in descent. We have a different way. It's not our way.

You want more. You don't want mere white representation, you want the US to have the white race written into the Constitution. This is where we differ, and it is where you really do come across as a racist lunatic.

I read your article that directed me. I see it too. You are very bayberry and have a way with words.

The Art Of The_offense is a historical pattern among them. To provoke The_offense if none occurs is also. The Offense is a business model for them often. To be offended against and to use it to their advantage. The Bible recounts such repeatedly. We are to learn from that.

So what was lost? Some of it was the locals paying them to leave because they had made themselves too harmful. Some of it was their own belonging, and some of it was a pound of flesh.

Today, most rational Americans brought up in the Christian tradition do not really believe the myths of the Church any more because it is a childish to do so. However, many of those who were immersed in it from childhood cannot break the chains of the nursery, and it is utterly futile to try to do so. They are irretrievably brainwashed.

The Catholic Church has perhaps the most members with its monumental rituals and pedagogic priets, and will do almost anything to gain new members, which is mainly why it is so pro-refugee. The Evangelicals are pro-refugee out of ignorance and for money-raising purposes. But the Mainline churches know better and are pro-refugee because it is "the thing to do" politically.

This was enacted by Congress as the Civil Rights Act of 1866; it was later raised to Constitutional status by the so-called fourteenth amendment (which may or may not have been ratified). Thus, there is a constitutional distinction between US (that is, black) citizen and white citizen. AND, according to how the income tax laws are written, the "white citizen" is exempt from the income tax -- and probably many other taxes. See http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279301

Of course, the way the law is written is one thing -- how it is enforced is quite another.

This is what I want… explicitly white representation.

The Art Of The_offense is a historical pattern among them. To provoke The_offense if none occurs is also. The Offense is a business model for them often. To be offended against and to use it to their advantage. The Bible recounts such repeatedly. We are to learn from that.

This was enacted by Congress as the Civil Rights Act of 1866; it was later raised to Constitutional status by the so-called fourteenth amendment (which may or may not have been ratified). Thus, there is a constitutional distinction between US (that is, black) citizen and white citizen. AND, according to how the income tax laws are written, the "white citizen" is exempt from the income tax -- and probably many other taxes. See http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279301

Of course, the way the law is written is one thing -- how it is enforced is quite another.

By helping them in their region it also shows the bad guys that their plan to ethnically and religiously cleanse the Region at all of those they don't want is not going to work. If anyone is going to be gone it'll be those bad guys. Not the refugees. Not the Christians.

The plan to conquer Europe and the plan to destroy Europe in Men is not going to work.

Without "the Faith", Europe would have been Islamicized several times over before the Reformation. So what made Christianity? It was commer. When the rental landlords as the domine class of Europe were replaced by merchants, the cult of "equality" became a necessity for the smooth operation of business. "Blaming for the cleansing of Western Civilization just don't hold water. It served us well for 1800 years. Something else happened:

This was a good article, but it goes off the rails where all of these types of articles do: they never say what made Christianity and why. This "sacred slave religion" argument makes no sense and never has because you have to deny 1,200 years of Western history to make this work. These folks never have any explanation for why rational nationalism flourished for 1,500 years in Europe under the "sacred slave religion" and also recuperated the Muslims many times. Without "the Faith", Europe would have been Islamicized several times over before the Reformation. So what made Christianity then? It was commer. When the rental landlords as the domine class of Europe were replaced by merchants, the cult of "equality" became a necessity for the smooth operation of business. "Blaming for the cleansing of Western Civilization just don't hold water. It served us well for 1800 years. Something else happened:

This was a good article, but it goes off the rails where all of these types of articles do: they never say what made Christianity and why. This "sacred slave religion" argument makes no sense and never has because you have to deny 1,200 years of Western history to make this work. These folks never have any explanation for why rational nationalism flourished for 1,500 years in Europe under the "sacred slave religion" and also recuperated the Muslims many times. Without "the Faith", Europe would have been Islamicized several times over before the Reformation. So what made Christianity then? It was commer. When the rental landlords as the domine class of Europe were replaced by merchants, the cult of "equality" became a necessity for the smooth operation of business. "Blaming for the cleansing of Western Civilization just don't hold water. It served us well for 1800 years. Something else happened:

This was a good article, but it goes off the rails where all of these types of articles do: they never say what made Christianity and why. This "sacred slave religion" argument makes no sense and never has because you have to deny 1,200 years of Western history to make this work. These folks never have any explanation for why rational nationalism flourished for 1,500 years in Europe under the "sacred slave religion" and also recuperated the Muslims many times. Without "the Faith", Europe would have been Islamicized several times over before the Reformation. So what made Christianity then? It was commer. When the rental landlords as the domine class of Europe were replaced by merchants, the cult of "equality" became a necessity for the smooth operation of business. "Blaming for the cleansing of Western Civilization just don't hold water. It served us well for 1800 years. Something else happened:
Father Coughlin was| one of the last Catholic priests who had an innate love for his own kind… and he knew who the enemies were. Oh, that we had such courageous men working for our interests today — whether they be laic or ordained.

Father John C. Henneman wrote that the Jewish-Palestinian conflict is “a third rail” in the U.S. political system, and that it is “a holy war” being fought by both sides.

Father Coughlin was one of the last Catholic priests who had an innate love for his own kind… and he knew who the enemies were. Oh, that we had such courageous men working for our interests today — whether they be laic or ordained.

Father John C. Henneman wrote that the Jewish-Palestinian conflict is “a third rail” in the U.S. political system, and that it is “a holy war” being fought by both sides.

Father Coughlin was one of the last Catholic priests who had an innate love for his own kind… and he knew who the enemies were. Oh, that we had such courageous men working for our interests today — whether they be laic or ordained.

Father John C. Henneman wrote that the Jewish-Palestinian conflict is “a third rail” in the U.S. political system, and that it is “a holy war” being fought by both sides.
More than immigration, the main threat is the Negro fist and Negro pud. White boys get smashed, white girl loses respect for white boy and is excited by big negro and has this kid. I've seen stuff like this so many times in the city when I went to an integrated school.

Jews in America did not drop from the moon. Jewish social prominence, both in Europe and America, has been based on the same methods used by the Gentiles—innovation and flexibility—against which Christianity was forced to react. Jews have never been able to face the Middle Ages as a whole, but have always been able to adapt to the needs of the societies in which they found themselves, and have always been able to use their intelligence and their resources to achieve their goals. Jews are a people of the book, and the Bible is their guide. They are not afraid of suffering, for they know that through suffering comes wisdom. They are not afraid of death, for they believe in an afterlife. They are not afraid of change, for they are always ready to adapt to new circumstances.

It is muscle differences. But the Right and HBD community always ignored this, going with the MLK cult of peace. IQ differences are not the key."

Patrice May 3, 2016 - 2:12 am | Permalink [http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-page-2/?comment=279101]

If you are comparing a negro that has grown up in the ghetto with the bed wetting pastor husband of the murdered woman, I will agree with you. You assert that because you went to an integrated school you are an expert on the subject, because you saw a couple of white girls with half negro offspring and some white boys beaten up by blacks. Blacks are blindly aggressive without having the mentality to see the consequences of their actions, while whites think things over and are more able to see ahead. There is such a thing as strategy and knowing the right time to fight so that you have the maximum chance of winning. Negroes cannot do this, the negro is all braveness and seems brave around his friends, but gets real negro when he is alone in the dark and is how "brave" he is. Once whites overcome the jew, the negro will be easily managed. They can be easily divided and compared, give them shiny trinkets and they will calm down. That is why the jews really fear the negroes because they know they are easily controlled. Jews fear the Europeans, because they know that no matter what, weak, silly-looking politicians and religious leaders they have under their control, in every generation of whites, there are natural born leaders, with copes who, no matter what you do in their opinion an against the Jew. Why that is that Jews fear the negroes at all, so all Jews must be afraid of anything they see in their opinion as going against them.

With this health regimen you, also, can reduce your biological age 5 to 50 years—depending on how closely you follow it.

Let us start with your health.

"I can hear them now-for crying for not doing more..."

But you can do more—and with profit.

We are seeing today some familiar attitudes among Christians that our ancestors held. A sector of them wish to Separate from or Purify what they view as their hopelessly corrupt Churches. We are seeing today some familiar attitudes among Christians that our ancestors held. A sector of them wish to Separate from or Purify what they view as their hopelessly corrupt Churches.
I wonder if the Salem witch trials were just a constricting of the practice, at least in England, of Crypto-Jewish people accusing devout Christians of witchcraft in order to seize their land and property, of which one-third was given to the accuser, one-third to the Church, and one-third to the government. Though wiccans are fond of claiming they were the victims of terrible Christians burning them at the stake, it was in fact the other way round. Burning at the stake has never been Christian in any shape or form, but is 85 part of Jewish Kabbalistic "burn offerings", ritual human sacrifice, and in ancient times it was often done using Jewish-crafted brick kilns. That's where the expression "catch the brass ring" comes from, apparently they would suspend a brass ring over the brick kiln trench and force the little child victims to leap over it, telling them to save themselves by grabbing the brass ring, which was heated so hot they fell into the kiln anyway. Apparently, even today Jewish youth mock this by leaping easily over kilns on their religious holidays, because they are much older and rather than the tiny guy victim of ancient times. Or not so ancient, as it happens.

Personally I'm mostly a Taoist because it makes sense to me, but it took me a long time to discover that pretty much leaves the question of death as a philosophical conundrum that the thinker has to unravel.

Christians stepping into this breach is another consequence. Financial and political links between the Vatican and the Italian State (and indirectly, the EU) are long-standing, and have become ever deeper.

and thus less likely to be picked off in a cull or suffer loss of status in a power skirmish. Thus

And the merry-go-round brass rings appear to be a kind of Jewish "in-joke", one of the countless secret references to something more sinister.

A number of his friends and family members were more active abolitionists than he, at first, but from 1844 on, he took a more active role in opposing slavery. He gave a number of speeches and lectures, and notably welcomed John Brown to his home during Brown's visits to Concord.[105] He voted for Abraham Lincoln in 1860, but Emerson was disappointed that Lincoln never been Christian in any shape or form, but it is 85 part of Jewish Kabbalistic "burn offerings", ritual human sacrifice, and in ancient times it was often done using Jewish-crafted brick kilns. That's where the expression "catch the brass ring" comes from, apparently they would suspend a brass ring over the brick kiln trench and force the little child victims to leap over it, telling them to save themselves by grabbing the brass ring, which was heated so hot they fell into the kiln anyway. Apparently, even today Jewish youth mock this by leaping easily over kilns on their religious holidays, because they are much older and rather than the tiny guy victim of ancient times. Or not so ancient, as it happens.

A number of his friends and family members were more active abolitionists than he, at first, but from 1844 on, he took a more active role in opposing slavery. He gave a number of speeches and lectures, and notably welcomed John Brown to his home during Brown's visits to Concord.[105] He voted for Abraham Lincoln in 1860, but Emerson was disappointed that Lincoln was more concerned about preserving the Union than eliminating slavery outright.[116] Once the American Civil War broke out, Emerson made it clear that he believed in immediate emancipation of the slaves.[117]

In fact, I am dropping is points from reading this thread. and I don't have the extra to lose. It looks like I'm the only one. Bring up the Scofield bible again and Hagee. Blame Bush and the rest of it. Glen Beck and that radio talk show. Like the alt-right - they (conservative inc.) were very helpful to common people at one time and brought them a better soap that is educational for average people. But you can tell that they don't love average people. Like the alt-right it was often done using Jewish-crafted brick kilns. That's where the expression "catch the brass ring" comes from, apparently they would suspend a brass ring over the brick kiln trench and force the little child victims to leap over it, telling them to save themselves by grabbing the brass ring, which was heated so hot they fell into the kiln anyway. Apparently, even today Jewish youth mock this by leaping easily over kilns on their religious holidays, because they are much older and rather than the tiny guy victim of ancient times. Or not so ancient, as it happens.

Lack of empathy is a defining characteristic of wiccans, and this is part of the reason why they are so often chosen to be the accusers in witch trials. It is the sad reality of human nature that those who lack empathy are often drawn to organizations and ideologies that promote harm and suffering. In the case of witch trials, it is the lack of understanding and compassion that led to the persecution and executions of those accused of witchcraft. It is a tragic reminder of the importance of empathy in creating a more just and compassionate society.
So the question is: Why your attitude to refugees become a kind of infallible indicator of the state of your soul is an interesting question. A very critical position towards refugees is associated in the media with the Bulgarian Orthodox church, representatives of the police and Ministry of Interior.

The European refugee crisis has been mainly described in a neutral character in Bulgarian media, the report concludes. According to the FMU's analysis President Rosen Plevneliev is portrayed with an especially positive position towards refugees. http://www.novinite.com/articles/173065/Public+Trust+in+Bulgarian+Media+Further+Down+in+2015+-+Survey

But make us look like a bunch of lunatics. White advocacy – and nothing more.

Whites are the ONLY group that is attacked as “loony” for having any interests. It’s obvious you’ve never read “The Culture of Critique” series. Labeling Whites as “loony” was part of the Jewish strategy to justify White Genocide.

We are “loony” because we want to live. I will not sit down and grovel at the feet of political correctness because the world is hellbent on our genocide. That’s your position. That’s what you want. That’s what you’re doing. I’m not going to be a coward like you. I will demand more than advocacy. I will demand everything.

The time for appeasement is long dead.

BTW, all approaches help.

Christians is the most insidious weapon being wielded against white people today. Even racial aware Christians that I am friends with can’t make their theology work with white centrist doctrine. Islam and its dogma is far more receivable as an alternative with still being as a “universal” religion.

I agree. Thanks God. Jews dismantled Christianity first. They want to use it as a weapon against Christians now, too late. They regret dismantling Christianity, they would have beaten us to pulp much easier had they maintained Christianity untouched. Thank you suckers.

Christianity was an evil religion like Islam and, foremost, Judaism. It only became national among evil white people north up North.

BTW, I was a Zionist the first 44 years of my life. Turning points in my conversion were many. My Jewish girlfriend used to say “evil white people” all the time. She was eager to see evil white people disappear. Whom will Jews plunder if she has her way and the Whites are gone? Go try with the Arabs, and see how soft it is when you don’t have the powerful army of evil white people to do to your will.

Also, Coudenhove Kaleogi, Noel Ignatiev and the like. The breaking point was the massive invasion of 2015. If it weren’t for the tiny country of Macedonia, 20 million blood suckers would had swarmed Europe. The panorama would have been apocalyptic, like the one of Decameron, Black Plague.

Until then, thanks.

I can’t think of a single Christian clergyman of any significance who advocates exclusively for the European peoples.

What is this “exclusively” supposed to mean? That God cares only about White people? No Christian is going to agree with THAT. But you can find pretenses like this in Eastern Europe:

http://www.novinite.com/articles/1739998/Bulgarian+Should+Help+More+Migrants+In+Co-Orthodox+Church+ Says

“Tough to do it, but we should help the refugees. The church is a great institution, and we must do our part to help them. That’s what you want. That’s what you’re doing. I’m not going to be a coward like you. I will demand more than advocacy. I will demand everything.

That’s what you want.

That’s what you’re doing.

I’m not going to be a coward like you.

I

Happy Easter to all Orthodox. Today-Sunday May 1- is Easter for Orthodox Russians Greeks Bulgarians etc.

There is clearly an element of racism signaling in mainstream Christian responses to issues like refugees. That begins the question, however, of why signal racism in this particular way, on this particular issue – after all, the Christian religion has a lot to say on morality of all types, and there are many opportunities to signal racism on other issues e.g. on abortion, as many conservative Christians do.

Just why your attitude to refugees become a kind of infallible indicator of the state of your soul is an interesting question.

So
Well then, concerning the subject for Christianity, it's striking how most Catholic Poles—and there still is a coming from the Church. More than that: the Pope is routinely condemned as an idiot, and the like, by I'm by now also no longer surprised when discovering that some excellent, intelligent commenter, turns out to be a sophisticated-looking, beer-drinking Polish construction worker, upon clicking on this profile. It's remarkable.

And yet, consider as their fatherland the whole inhabited earth, as their stronghold and protection this camp, as taking to them all good men, and as foreigners only the wicked; not persuade to unite with him, the conquered by force of arms, and the brought together into one body all men everywhere, uniting and mixing in one great living-up, as if men, men's lives, their characters, their marriages, their very habits of life. He bade them all consider as their fatherland the whole inhabited earth, as their strongest and proficient, as their skill in all good men, and all foreigners only the wicked.

You're anti-White. Whatever "Divine Order" you're blathering about, you failed to tell us how the White Race is included in that plan. I'm still waiting for YOU to define "phony Christians." You're still throwing meaningless buzzwords around. You have zero interest in helping actual people, when those actual people are White. We're talking about the White Race there. Like the missionaries to Jamaica, you will not survive. You will eat out of the rest of your lives as servants to a dim and violent species while blathering endlessly about "pagans." Don't we need you. We can live without you. We will see you as an example of your betrayal; and what denigrated, delusional Whites look like and why they have no place among us. Without the albatross around our neck we will win.

You're giving yourself a dim, darker, and far more dangerous betrayal. You betrayed their biologicalignon for an autistic moral ingrep of low IQ Dindus. Like the missionaries to Jamaica, you will not survive. You will reek out of the rest of your lives as servants to a dim and violent species while blathering endlessly about "pagans." Don't we need you. We can live without you. We will see you as an example of your betrayal; and what denigrated, delusional Whites look like and why they have no place among us. Without the albatross around our neck we will win.

I'm still waiting for YOU to define "phony Christians." You're the one who will be thrown out as an "evil racist.

Whichever "Divine Order" you're blathering about, you failed to tell us how the White Race is included in that plan. I don't give a crap about "left" or "right." That's utterly meaningless in a multiracial world. The only thing that matters is White or anti-White. You're anti-White. You hate White people. You do anything and everything to undermine the unity and clarity of Whites. Meanwhile, your church hates you. The Pope hates you. The moral direction of Christianity is to take everything Whites have built and give it to non-Whites or our enemy.

Define "phony Christians." We're all STILL waiting to hear it.

May 1, 2016 - 1:30 pm | Permalink | http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279202

To make a quick point in relation the subject:

I've recently started following the Polish news media (I'm part Polish, and not so long ago became fluent in Polish for temporary business purposes). Truly, I'm flabbergasted at how red-pilled, independent-thinking and well-informed the general population is. Comment sections on mainstream news sources are of quality similar to, say, those on Steve Sailer's blog.

I'm now also no longer surprised when discovering that some excellent, intelligent commenter, turn out to be a stereotypical 'unosophisticated-looking', beer-drinking Polish construction worker, upon clicking on his profile. It's remarkable.

Well then, concerning the subject for Christianity, it's striking how most Catholic Poles—and there still is a coming from the Church. More than that: the Pope is routinely condemned as an idiot, and the like, by I'm by now also no longer surprised when discovering that some excellent, intelligent commenter, turns out to be a sophisticated-looking, beer-drinking Polish construction worker, upon clicking on this profile. It's remarkable.

And yet, consider as their fatherland the whole inhabited earth, as their stronghold and protection this camp, as taking to them all good men, and as foreigners only the wicked; not persuade to unite with him, the conquered by force of arms, and the brought together into one body all men everywhere, uniting and mixing in one great living-up, as if men, men's lives, their characters, their marriages, their very habits of life. He bade them all consider as their fatherland the whole inhabited earth, as their strongest and proficient, as their skill in all good men, and all foreigners only the wicked.

\[\text{The moral direction of Christianity is to take everything Whites have built and give it to non-Whites or our enemy.} \]

\[\text{Define "phony Christians." We're all STILL waiting to hear it.} \]

May 1, 2016 - 1:30 pm | Permalink | http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279202

To make a quick point in relation the subject:

I've recently started following the Polish news media (I'm part Polish, and not so long ago became fluent in Polish for temporary business purposes). Truly, I'm flabbergasted at how red-pilled, independent-thinking and well-informed the general population is. Comment sections on mainstream news sources are of quality similar to, say, those on Steve Sailer's blog.

I'm now also no longer surprised when discovering that some excellent, intelligent commenter, turn out to be a stereotypical 'unosophisticated-looking', beer-drinking Polish construction worker, upon clicking on his profile. It's remarkable.

Well then, concerning the subject for Christianity, it's striking how most Catholic Poles—and there still is a coming from the Church. More than that: the Pope is routinely condemned as an idiot, and the like, by I'm by now also no longer surprised when discovering that some excellent, intelligent commenter, turns out to be a sophisticated-looking, beer-drinking Polish construction worker, upon clicking on this profile. It's remarkable.

And yet, consider as their fatherland the whole inhabited earth, as their stronghold and protection this camp, as taking to them all good men, and as foreigners only the wicked; not persuade to unite with him, the conquered by force of arms, and the brought together into one body all men everywhere, uniting and mixing in one great living-up, as if men, men's lives, their characters, their marriages, their very habits of life. He bade them all consider as their fatherland the whole inhabited earth, as their strongest and proficient, as their skill in all good men, and all foreigners only the wicked.

\[\text{The moral direction of Christianity is to take everything Whites have built and give it to non-Whites or our enemy.} \]

\[\text{Define "phony Christians." We're all STILL waiting to hear it.} \]
We uploaded a page of a document, but it's not readable. Please provide a clear and readable version of the page so we can assist you effectively.
As for Bergoglio’s love for immigrants: he’s becoming less and less popular with common Italian, French and German too. I suppose. Surely his “audiences”, meeting in St Peter’s square are each day less and less attended, even though we are in a Jubilee Year.

- T.O.  
May 1, 2016 - 1:28 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279017)

- P.Kolvadist  
May 2, 2016 - 2:30 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279117)

From my investigations into the workings of the RCC, it appears Pope Bergoglio is not an abolitionist but is a continuation, almost a fruition, of every pope since John 23rd in 1958. There are credible rumors that he, John 23rd, was a life-long Mason.

How can the RCC explain that Georges Pontier, Bishop of Marseille, is a member of the Masonic Grand Orient, and doesn’t even bother to deny or hide his membership?

Of course the “good bishop”, as his boss is in all of Muslim immigration into Europe.

- LdL Saxon  
May 1, 2016 - 12:08 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279115)

Brilliant Dr. Joyce.

I am so-called neo-pagans but at least we don’t do charity to ethics and others. Ours is a racial (Northern Europeans primarily) fellowship derived from pre-Christian Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, Scandinavian and Celtic beliefs.

Christendom, especially the modern brand, is just an avenue for Jewish manipulation and guilt-ladenness. A prime example is Bob Geldof and Bono of the Irish band U2 who have used guilt to campaign for Africans along with many churches. Geldof is not even Irish but I am told a Jew of Belgian descent.

- U.S. Auslander  
May 1, 2016 - 12:44 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279144)

Our goal should be liberation, and that including freeing our people from the belief in Jewish fairy tales (or Cultural Marxism 1.0).

- [YouTube Video] https://youtu.be/8T9vq7aUJGq  
May 1, 2016 - 3:10 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279170)

Our ultimate goal should be liberation, including liberation from Jews, Jewish dogs of Christianity, Marxmen, Freud and all other pervasions. Christendom caused the collapse of the Roman Empire. Then Christendom became benighted going North.

There is hope. The arch enemy of Jews are Muslims, that’s written in the Quran. Thank Allah for that. Then Jews will feel real lonely after having done evil white people so much wrong. Japan started taking in Jews after WW2, then stopped when they realized what they were doing to themselves. Same for China and Korea.

“Swindle or Samson” is the Jewish version of “treat or trick”.

- Pierre de Cron  
May 1, 2016 - 3:09 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279196)

The arch-enemy of Jews are Muslims, that’s written in the Quran. Thank Allah for that. Then Jews will feel real lonely after having done evil white people so much wrong.

I would have thought no one commenting at this site could write or believe something as boundlessly as the quoted statement in the wake of Roger David’s superb discussion (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/03/moorish-spain-a-existent-multicultural-paradise) of David Fernández-Moreno’s Myth of the Andalusian Paradise just weeks ago.

I have always wondered whether Anne Frank, Bernie Frank and Leo Frank are related.

- T.G.  
May 1, 2016 - 3:01 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279204)

I explain you the Andalusian paradise, because I come from a muslim country and know it too well. Muslims expelled as sworn because of Jewish fifth column. They knew exactly what they were doing, every time. During this stage, Jews were always favorites of the state. They dressed the Christian of women, and what not. Done with conquests, Jews were the same suckers, in line with everyone else, subject to Muslim plunder.

Another curiosity, Spain chased us Jews and negated for the temporary economic hardship that it brought on Spain. Seeing Spain, Portugal decreed expulsion of Jews, but made it technically impossible by blocking ports. Thus Portugal assumed that all Jews became Christians. Well, they did, crypto-Jews. Then the Spanish Inquisition arrived, fresh from victory against Algham in Levant, went to conquer UK. Guess what, they lost in a monumental way, unforeseen by the most eccentric fortune teller. What happened? Brits knew exactly what they were doing. They knew everything about Invisible Armada and planned movements, as they were informed by Portuguese traitor Jews. Now compare the two losses and make an informed choice.

- Pierre de Cron  
May 1, 2016 - 3:19 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279214)

You are reinforced. Everyone in Europe knew about the Armada: it took a few years to assemble, after all. Nor did Elizabeth need Jews to warn her of its coming. She had an embassy in Philip’s capital, Madrid, of course, and even had everyone on the ambassador’s staff been adept for the years of the Armada’s very public construction, Vilanchon’s spies were awake and everywhere.

What’s more, the Armada—which was by no means related to the fleet that had fought aga at Lepanto—never had a prayer of defeating Drake, Howard, and the English fleet. It’s already 35 years since Garret Mattheis’ great book on the subject made it clear as day that the expedition was doomed from the start. Its distinguished commander, Medina Sidonia (who has suddenly been mocked and smeared at the Armada’s loss, for which he was not to blame), knew it was doomed before it sailed; the original specifications for the fleet’s complement had been so radically pared away that defeat was inevitable barring divine intervention in some form or other favorable to Spain. Indeed, the English have always claimed that God gave them favorable winds in the Channel. Perhaps He did.

You also seem to have forgotten about the Dutch, with whom the English were striking a secret alliance (rather, an openly secret one) to thwart any Spanish invasion of England and destroy the invaders utterly.

Read Devlin’s articles and learn from them, or read either Fernández-Moreno or Mattheis—or both. Internet “wisdom”, especially if it’s from Wikipedia, is worth precisely what you paid for it.

- [YouTube Video] https://youtu.be/8T9vq7aUJGq  
May 1, 2016 - 5:51 pm  | Permalink (http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/comment-279272)

I have always read your proposal of adopting the Jewish survival model for whites. It won’t work. It worked very well for Jews among whites. It didn’t even work for Jews among Arabs. Indeed, Jews were a very docile minority among Arabs, headed for natural extinction. They knew it.

One model is to ally with Muslims, and direct all efforts in unseating Jews from everywhere elected positions, while we still have the demographic majors, not for long. Just telling around that the candidate is a Jew, or has such and such position on Israel who is plundering us $6 billion a year and costing us too many wars. Just do that, but get rid of the life, or mitigate the disaster, giving time up.

Assembling. Jews, as least one is not going too bad, with a 7½% intermarriage rate. There is, I talk to Jews, and they are very depressed in their Jewish identity. Let’s help them in that, let’s depress them some more and assimilate them. Both rates are catastrophic as well. That’s why Jewish bigotry allied with Greek bigotry, because they don’t have the life by themselves anymore. Ironically, Klausing destroyed the Greek bigotry.

I advocate publicly the model of marriage “not too far, not too close”. This maintains the genetic diversity, that the human species dearly needs to survive in the long term. On the other hand, looking at Ashkenazi Jews, they are practically fifth-degree cousins, in the extremes of the community. If you pick two random Ashkenazis, they are genetically more like second degree cousins. Basically, anyone that two Ashkenazi marry, they are committing incest. Hence the catchphrase “Marry a Jew. Do it for mankind.”

Other slogans are:

- 6,000 years. What do they have to show for it? Two temples. Third time will be a charm.

Everywhere they go, nobody can stand them.

I have always wondered whether Anne Frank, Bernie Frank and Leo Frank are related.

There is no magic bullet. We must fight on all fronts and limit losses.

I recognize that Muslims are of the same plundering Middle Eastern breed as Jews. The difference is that they have the IQ 80, whereas Jews 110. Then I advocate starting building communities. People should be free on whom they accept and whom they reject, or expect.

If the government wants to diversify communities, there is an easy place to start: Kryss Joel de NY, with 22,000 Jews, the most homogenous community in the country. That would break their spirit furthermore, and push them towards assimilation. That would relieve pressure from Jewish push towards “diversification”.

I advocate liberal settlement. That is, near within reach. Sure as hell, no freeloaders will be eager to join. Listened to the talk of a Jew in a conference about spacing out. The whole contribution of the Jew was ideological rather than engineering or scientific. Besides, even if they do contribute, just keep in mind that freeloaders can offer some benefits to the host. Just overall it is a lousy deal.

I advocate fight on all fronts. What victory is if life is safe, but humongous damage is done by leaving Earth to them?

Another place to start are the non-Jews who already have the catholic identity. We can supplement this. If only they marry with non-catholics, that change the demographic; of Jewish very fast; Israel is already on the brink of demographic disaster. They know it. They were there before, and were saved by Russian Jews. There is nobody to save them anymore. There are no more Jewish communities outside Israel to furnish them fresh blood. American Jews are assimilating in droves. French Jews are coming to US, not to Israel.

Even the Jewish demographics in US. It has seemed steady for so long, but it isn’t. It has been furnished with fresh blood from the rest of the world, and there’s no fresh blood anywhere. Now the intermarriage disaster reveals itself.

Must not push too hard against a very vulnerable Jew. It has hammer assimilation. Must criticize too, that helps assimilation. Above all, call Israel “The national hideout of Jewish people.” This emphasizes the fact that Jews have a home to go to, and don’t go there. They keep plundering the mankind. They only go there when the guy after them, like Mikhail Khodorkovsky or Solomon Milk.
I have always wondered whether Anna Frank, Barrie Frank and Leo Frank are related.

Frankly I don’t give a damn.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtWfbyFQ4Aa]

You should. If you think it better, this is a subtle way of abandoning Jews. Also, now I believe that Anne Frank NEVER wrote that diary, and Otto Frank made up everything, becoming a millionaire in the process. There are voices that say that the diary was written by a single hand, with a Biro pen. Biro pens were invented after 1951.

Let’s start pushing boundaries, feel Jews are now looking around to make some exemplary martyrs out of us, to intimidate the rest of us. That shouldn’t stop us from pushing the boundaries, fast.

I am very familiar with the Torah, Bible and Quran. Say what you want, Muhammad is spot-on with Jews.

D . F

May 1, 2016 - 4:25 pm | Permalink

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279442

A play on words FRANKLY (“I don’t give a damn” - Gable in Gone With The Wind)

[https://youtu.be/PAqxWa9Rbe0]

Thank you very much, Mr. Joyce.

This is sadly and frighteningly so true:

And what has provided the greatest leverage for the African population boom that Buchanan claims to dread? Christian aid of course. If it is Christian aid that comprises the apex and focal point of what we call “White Pathological Altruism,” except the real horror is that it isn’t pathological at all, in a terrifying display of ‘logic,’ since these people don’t believe in the value of their biological reality, they are prioritizing something that they do believe in — their spiritual evolution.

They are even sabotaging and undermining the only foreign aid, which truly helps the Third World, and protects the West from being flooded by more refugees and economic migrants: birth control aid.

Opposition to birth control also comes from the Roman Catholic Church, the country’s largest, and from husbands who consider big families badges of masculine accomplishment, health workers say.

because it goes “against God’s clear plan for your life.”

This small nation of rolling hills and banana trees is at the epicenter of Africa’s demographic boom. Uganda’s population is projected to triple to 96 million, surpassing Japan, according to the Population Reference Bureau, a Washington research center.

The high-fertility cues start from the top: The longtime president, Yoweri Museveni, has often said that a large population could form his landlocked nation into an economic power. His wife, Janet Museveni, is a born-again Christian who’s urged women not to use birth control because it goes “against God’s clear plan for your life.”

Resistance to birth control also comes from the Roman Catholic Church, the country’s largest, and from husbands who consider big families badges of masculine accomplishment, health workers say.

In some countries that received substantial PEPFAR funding, such as Uganda and Kenya, health surveys have found that fertility rates remained constant or even rose slightly over the past decade. In Uganda, where many men want large families and abortion is illegal except to save a woman’s life, the average woman bears 6.7 children, one of the highest rates in the world.

However, researchers, Africa experts and veteran U.S. health officials now think that PEPFAR also contributed to Africa’s epidemic population growth by undermining efforts to help women in some of the world’s poorest countries exercise greater control over their fertility.

The Bush program is widely hailed as a success, having supplied lifesaving anti-retroviral drugs to more than 2 million HIV patients worldwide. The Bush program is widely hailed as a success, having supplied lifesaving anti-retroviral drugs to more than 2 million HIV patients worldwide.

Tried that already. Didn’t go well. To be unequally yoked doesn’t get the field plowed.

It is their...
What's more, the Good Samaritan's charity was on his own dime; not of his brethren. Personal charity, unlike its ascetical simulacrum, has very distinct real limits – the size of one's wallet. Nothing in the parallel suggests that its protagonist's generosity energized his own family or community's well-being.

\[ \text{[May 1, 2016 - 10:09 pm] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2014/06/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279126} \]

That's right. Glad someone said that. There much more but I dont want to write it. Not articulate enough.

\[ \text{[May 2, 2016 - 9:17 pm] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279170} \]

You are right. Christians forget that the Bible says there should be no "mixing of the races", or "taking strange wives" from foreign tribes or lands.

I am so glad an African Christian colleague years ago, who came to the West with his African wife to study at a university, and even though their daughter was born in the West, they all returned to their ancestral homeland when their studies were completed. When I asked them why they didn't want to just stay here like so many others, they said they only came to learn from the West, and now they would go back to help their own people. That was always the way it was supposed to be.

\[ \text{[May 2, 2016 - 1:07 pm] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2014/06/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279171} \]

Remember God, the bible says created the nations in all their diversity. This Jewish attack on God's arrangement shouldn't be supported by Christ followers. He never endorsed such hate motivated work against God's purposes. They are not Christian. The Talmudic Jew hate Christ just like they hate us.

\[ \text{[May 1, 2016 - 10:30 am] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279394} \]

Thank you Andrew Joyce for this full-sighted presentation, for your courage and honor. Simply outstanding.

Thank you, Occidental Observer, for publishing.

\[ \text{[May 1, 2016 - 10:05 am] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279395} \]

I would not be too hard on Buchanan. There is only so much he can safely say. And he has done yeoman work on the issues of concern to TOO readers.

Although there are multiple components to the decline in white fecundity, the pill, materialism and hedonism being examples, I have to believe feminism is a major factor. It is no coincidence that, with partial exceptions of Japan, Singapore and perhaps urban China, feminism is never encountered in the West. And it is the western civilization that is dying, i.e. experiencing birth rates well below replacement level. The Asian cases appear to be counterexamples but are evidence that feminism has made the most inroads into those societies.

Where does this lead us? To that favorite group of "usual suspects": the Jews. For it is a remarkable fact that feminism's leading lights have nearly all been Jewish women:

1. Bette Frieden
2. Gloria Steinem
3. Andrea Dworkin
4. Susan Brownmiller
5. Betty Friedan
6. Erica Jong
7. Shulamit Freestone
8. Susan Faludi
9. Naomi Wolf

Frieden's "The Feminine Mystique" was published in 1963. Since 1960 the American divorce rate has quadrupled and more or less been stuck at 50%.

Needless to say, this would make an interesting topic for a TOO article.

\[ \text{[May 2, 2016 - 9:05 am] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2014/06/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279415} \]

Another major factor is "Medical GENOCIDE", the Stealth GENOCIDE Against Europeans through fake diseases, such as cancer, especially childhood diseases, neurological, environmental, apolitical, unplanned deaths of European mothers with some, teenage suicides, etc., of which afflicted almost exclusively European peoples.

On the surface it appears some form of accommodation must be worked out, else the whole enterprise fails. But there is no middle-ground. Either secularists or Christians must dominate the "movement." I'm not willing to see Christian "nationalists", who lost control of their churches to universalists - take the lead again. In any case there is no going back. The average Christian is simple (there I go again, attacking them) who can grasp the historical and cultural context of the Jewish religious and political tradition. Christianity is the result of Christianity of our forefathers (that is not to say that our forefathers actually grasped the same complexities, for clearly they did not). Often all is said and done, Christian universalism is easy. To actually need the Bible, grasp and assimilate the minutiae that creates context, and use this to justify a political, racial, national political agenda, is not easy. The simplistic and his pastor will follow the path of least resistance.

\[ \text{[May 1, 2016 - 9:41 pm] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279464} \]

Excellent comment. We are daily in the midst of an existential crisis as a Race. But that is all that is left. When describing Race one also assigns culture, tradition, and heritage. These informing traits have all been vicelically robbed, just as would occur in inner invasion. All that we have left is quite literally our skin color, which is now a popular target, i.e. Whiteness in academia and media. And this persecution will only manifest in greater degree. To my core I am informed by the rich intellectual heritage of centuries old tradition of the Faith, for preceding the twentieth century, and certainly prior to "smoke of Satan" of Vatican II. The universalism in the Church is due largely to the Jacobin/Masonic infiltration and exploitation within the Church but alas not without our consent. We are now faced with an argument never before encountered, i.e. prove that Race and Christianity are not mutually exclusive. We get it wrong, we die.

\[ \text{[May 1, 2016 - 11:47 pm] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279504} \]

We are now faced with an argument never before encountered, i.e. prove that Race and Christianity are not mutually exclusive. We get it wrong, we die.

That is correct. The Christian racial nationalist certainly has an uphill battle in finding this proof and teaching it to his fellow Christians of universalist persuasion. I do not have that problem. I do need to do point out the subordination of race to human universality by today's Christians and build a secular case for racial presentation from them. The Christian universalist will lose the argument, call me The Devil, and almost certainly take his toys elsewhere. My problem is, I need dependable Christian brothers beside me in the fight. There is, unfortunately, no way to convert them with science. It is the task of Christian racial nationalists to do make the conversion their way.

I will not vacate my position because of its strength in dealing with the "enemy's "mightier" secular arguments for human universalism.

\[ \text{[May 2, 2016 - 12:12 am] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279707} \]

For what it is worth, here is one Christian brother. Just as in every time you board a plane and get the safety briefin to put your oxygen mask on first, THEN help those around you. You shall love your Lord God with all your heart, you shall love your neighbor as yourself... " Herein - love your neighbor as yourself. It is not reasonable nor sane to think of the whole world as my neighbor. Love for ourselves and our neighbors (who are like ourselves). Could this be footloose in following in re-baking the faith? I must convert my neighbor, in the gospel of Mark (quoting loosely) "You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, you shall love your neighbor as yourself... " Herein - love your neighbor as yourself. It is not reasonable nor sane to think of the whole world as my neighbor. Love for ourselves and our neighbors (who are like ourselves). Could this be footloose in following in re-baking the faith?

\[ \text{[May 2, 2016 - 2:44 am] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279746} \]

I don't think so. While I agree it is neither reasonable nor sane to think of the whole world as one's neighbor, to assume one's neighbor is like one's self is a stretch unless you make assumptions about the appearance of human souls in the eyes of the creator. The Christians I know say the differences between human souls are minor and "unimportant," or non-existent in the creator's eyes. As a non-believer I cannot attack this theologically, except to say the hubris involved in presuming to know the creator's mind and the value he ascribes to individual souls is bound to be heretical. Any other form of criticism I may have goes to one ear and out the other.

\[ \text{[May 2, 2016 - 2:44 am] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279754} \]

This ENTIRE pro-white community unanimously attacks White Christians and working class Whites who admire the one man in our race that tried to free us from the Jews. I just saw a tweet from Professor MacDonald chastising those on who trash "our" leaders. Here is a leader who has described how his church has been completely infiltrated and poisoned by the same media that poisons our culture, not real Christianity. This community holds up women abusing Anita, criminal Jock harassment, convict Parker murders, homosexuals and Jews who 'have a valuable role in the work of American Renaissance' and Whites who don't like it can stay away, but repeatedly trashes the working-class base of the White race. It's terribly disgusting. You are just more of the Jew-induced mainstream idiots. I doubt you are Feds or Jew shills, but you're doing a better job than they could.

\[ \text{[May 1, 2016 - 10:41 am] } \text{http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279509} \]

We have never attacked the White working class and have often written about how they have been disenfranchised by the current system. http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/category/white-working-class/ or take a broader historical view, noting that in some times and places Christians has been on the side of evil.

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/on-europe-and-the-faith/#comment-279787

So as Joyce notes, linking to an article by me. Jews have been very important in undermining Christianity. http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2012/07/the-role-of-jewish-converts-to-catholicism-in-changing-traditional-catholic-teachings-on-jews/
As for "Hilter and the Holocaust", why not leave most of that to our Muslim opponents themselves and their "Lefit" paterns, let them take the fall but get any relevant facts across, and get on with the positive arguments for western civilization and the peoples that created it, their defense, survival and future world influence?

But I think you are spot on to point out that Christians have been sold a lie that's gotten them!

You have to see the irony in that.

It turns out that this church is very active in the "Refugees Welcome" movement and frequently runs fund raising events for the refugees in which the young couple do,

what this has meant in practice is that in order to qualify for a school place, the unbelieving young couple have to attend weekly services and take part in various church activities.

The answer is simplicity itself. The secularist left (i.e., Neo-Liberal Austrian Marxism) is not channelling historic and age-old Judaean; it are apostates and traitors against the European world who

The actual and true Triune Pagan-Church, Pagans and Christians indivisibly the same. To invent a non-existent division between them is to contradict the Semites while playing carelessly into their most crafty schemes.

Think Nordic Rome. That is the key to unlocking the European enigma. Ask any Semite, any Muslim or Jew and they will reveal the truth to you: the reality of historic European Christianity is nothing but pure unadulterated European Paganism. As the Semites semitically remind us, European Christians are Pagans and the European Pagans are the actual historic Christians. They are one and the same. All we need do is to take pride in who we are and have always been. Triumphant of the White India-European Church God, Pagans and Christians indivisibly the same. To invent a non-existent division between them is to contradict the Semites while playing carelessly into their most crafty schemes.

Our ancestral religion is the religion of Homer, Virgil, Dante, Wagner and Don Miguel Serrano, the religion of historic Aryan Christianity, historic Catholic Romanism, Esoteric Nazism, Pan-European National Socialism. The actual and true Triune Pagan-Christian religion of our White European past, present and future.

Historic Christianity is not literal monothetical Judaism but dynamic polytheistic Triune-Barbarian who believe in Kratos, the Truene of the Infinite. We don't believe in the Semite Unitarianism of the One God. We believe in the multi-faithed infinity of Many Gods. This is a consistent and inoffensive Nucover Truth that will never die.

Historian Richard Stevens explains that Christian support was largely gained by exploiting their wish to help people in need. Stevens writes that Christians have been almost completely subverted by "The Tribe", down through the ages.

If you and Andrew Joyce have made the most important point: that Christianity has been almost completely subverted by "The Tribe", then this talk of "western civilization" is a whitewash, falsely accused to allow the seizure of their land, one-third of which went to the accuser, one-third to the Church, and one-third to the government. One demonic priest was chased out of town for burning Christians head-first, in order to immolate their souls, which Cabalists apparently believe can only leave the body by the mouth.

William Johnson’s article supporting RAMZPAUL because I agree that promoting Hitler is not the way forward with the vast majority of Whites. It’s a question of tactics. I want to win.
Given my refusal to accept neocon-zealotry as a theologically tolerable explanation for the defection of the postconciliar pope and other hierarchy from the faith, Novus Ordo Watch is a site I don’t peruse without holding my nose. But there, as with much else in this life, separating the toxic from the toxic would be a labor of Hercules. The site’s articles include a Ad of a lot of wheat mixed in with the chaff, and the link you offer is a prime example of the former.

Lionel de Pincion, in A Judas and the Vatican (1967), identifies Bea as one of the prime subversives of the church’s centuries-old position of diabolus and condemnation of the Jews (he finds some evidence that Bea was a Marano) and, with his red hot and particular closeness to John XXIII (whose very close adviser Bea was), as a leading figure in the summoned the council and the leading figure in the conciliar and postconciliar betrayal. More generally, TOO readers and commenters might be intrigued to know that in the second and last appendices of this book, Pincioni briefly examines the Holocaust claims, then being cautiously elevated to their new doctrinal status in Establishment history: the places great weight on two then quite recent books by Paul Rassinier. Le véritable procès d’Histoire (1964) and Le drame des Juifs Européens (1964), neither of which came to my own attention 50 years later, as well as on the documentation offered by Raul Hilberg* in The Destruction of the European Jews, wherein the figure of unaccountable for Jews pattern is under 500,000 (old this change in later editions of this fairy tale?). On the basis of this evidence alone, Porcinio concludes that the fabric ten million figure is a gross misrepresentation of the facts—hence, doomed to sink without trace before long. Pincioni, of course, isn’t the only one alive and writing then who would be surprised by the present state of the world.

* Either this book’s original English translator or the OCR software from which the present print edition was produced (my money is on the latter) consistently and hilariously renders Hilberg’s first name as Paul rather than Raul.
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